Battery Series

Dependable Power

When Every Second Counts
Built to withstand the rigors of broadcast use, Anton/Bauer’s premium
Titon batteries are the rugged and reliable choice for camera crews live
on the scene. Never miss the shot - for capturing breaking news or major
sporting events, where equipment failure is not an option, Titon delivers 10A
of consistently dependable 14.4V power and multiple levels of protection
for your critical equipment.
● 238Wh, 156Wh or 92Wh
lithium-ion battery
● Gold-Mount or V-Mount options
● 10A continuous draw
(20A peak, 75A inrush)

● P-Tap combined output and
charging port
● High-speed 5V USB port
● Built-in LCD fuel gauge shows
runtime and charge capacity

TITON

Powerful.. Dependable.. Durable..
Run cameras, monitors, lights and more

Available in 92Wh, 156Wh or 238Wh with V-Mount or Gold Mount options, Titon batteries are engineered
to be the workhorse power solution for broadcast crews on demanding assignments. The powerful 14.4V
batteries deliver a consistent 10A supply of regulated power to run cameras and accessories with no fear of
equipment shutdown at that critical moment, together with advanced electrical safeguards to protect crucial
data so you can be sure to get the shot.
Litepanels
ASTRA 6X

Litepanels
GEMINI 1X1
RUNTIME**

~3.1

RUNTIME**

~3.2
HOURS

HOURS

SONY
PXW-Z450

RUNTIME*

~6.7

JVC
GY-HC900

~4.7

RUNTIME*

~3.3

HOURS

HOURS

*Runtime based on Titon 150.

Blackmagic
URSA BROADCAST

RUNTIME*

HOURS

**Runtime based on Titon 240 and @75% output.

Advanced communication.
Accurate information you can depend on.

Use the onboard backlit LCD screen or your camera viewfinder to see instantly - down to
the minute - exactly how much runtime remains. Anton/Bauer’s smart technology calculates
everything being powered - even devices powered by the High-Speed USB and P-TAP - leaving
you free to focus on the action in front of your camera.

Air transport safe.

Reliable power you can take anywhere.
Cleared for take-off. Titon batteries are safety certified to comply with UN38.3 IATA lithium-ion
battery regulations. Independent safety lab testing confirms that Titon meets the stringent UN
regulations and is built to the highest standard. Lighter and slimmer than standard 14V batteries
but build to withstand life on the road, Titon is ready to go wherever the story takes you.

Endurance tested for action news.
Power and Performance when it counts.

SKU
Capacity

Titon 90

Titon 150

Titon 240

GM: 8675-0131 | VM: 8675-0132

GM: 8675-0137 | VM: 8675-0138

GM: 8675-0159 | VM: 8675-0160

92Wh

156Wh

238Wh

Height

5.1” / 13cm

5.1” / 13cm

5.1” / 13cm

Depth

2.27” / 5.2cm

2.81” / 7.2cm

3.5” / 8.8cm

Width

3.8” / 9.7cm

3.8”/ 9.7cm

3.9”/ 9.9cm

1.76lbs. / 0.8kg

2.4lbs. / 1.1kg

Weight
Operating temperature range - Discharge

-4°F to 140°F (-20°C to +60°C)

Maximum Discharge Rate
Output Voltage

2.9lbs. / 1.3kg
-4°F to 140°F (-20°C to +60°C)

10A
Nominal 14.2V Operating 10.0V - 16.3V

Nominal 14.4V Operating 10.0V - 16.8V

Nominal 14.4V Operating 10.0V - 16.8V

a n t o n b a u e r. c o m

Designed to perform on the toughest assignments, Titon batteries are the compact, reliable,
travel-safe choice when you need to capture the shot first time – every time! High quality cells in
a rugged case ensure consistent power to the most demanding users in temperatures from -20C
to 60C (-4F to 140F). Wherever you need it, with Titon you have the power.

